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Learning Objectives
• Define Critical Thinking
• Apply Critical Thinking methods to problem solving
• Perception vs. Reality
• Beliefs vs. Knowledge

• Identify bias that may cause errors in judgement
•
•
•
•

Bandwagon appeals
Scare tactics
Appeal to emotion
False dichotomy

• Examine and evaluate error causation for a better outcome

What is Critical Thinking?
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Stop and Think…
• What is Critical Thinking?
• What does the term Critical
Thinking mean to you?

The National Council for Excellence in Critical
Thinking
• Defines critical thinking as
the intellectually disciplined
process of actively and skillfully
conceptualizing, applying,
analyzing, synthesizing, and/or
evaluating information
gathered from, or generated by,
observation, experience,
reflection, reasoning, or
communication, as a guide to
belief and action.

• Critical thinking involves asking
questions to come up with
potential solutions to different
problems.

• A purposeful, organized, mental
process that we use to
understand the issue regarding
Occupational Safety and make
informed decisions.

How does Critical Thinking apply to Safety
Professionals?
• Conventional thinking can be flawed in various ways resulting in beliefs,
opinions, or judgments that are false. Important considerations may be
overlooked and conflicting viewpoints ignored.
• People may be persuaded by emotion or the personal attributes of others
such as their position or reputation, rather than logic. The discipline of
critical thinking has evolved to address such flaws in human decision making.
• Critical thinking is taught in college courses and various text books have been
published on the subject. However, most practicing engineers are not
familiar with the discipline.
• Process safety practitioners typically have learned the scientific method
which applies logic to analysis but this is not the same as critical thinking
which also addresses human and psychological factors that influence
decisions.

“Critical Thinking is Vital in Process Safety” by Paul Baybutt June 6, 2017 Primetech Blog

“The Knack”

National Engineers Week
February 16–22, 2020
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2 Distinct Battles going on…
• Perception vs. Reality
• Perception is the way how a
person understands something
and different people may
have different perceptions for the
same thing.
• Perception is directly related to
individual's attitudes, beliefs and
knowledge.
• Reality exists by itself.

2 Distinct Battles going on…
• Belief vs. Knowledge
• A belief is an internal thought or
memory which exists in one's
mind. Most people accept that for
a belief to be knowledge it must
be, at least, true and justified."
• Knowledge is objective truth.
• A belief is subjective truth.
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Productive

What is Critical Thinking?
• Productive

Applying

Critical

Creating

Weighing

• Thinking that goes beyond observing and recalling facts
Solving

• Critical
• Being able to ask questions and gather information

• Weighing & Solving
• When you think critically you weigh evidence, solve problems and make
decisions

• Creating & Applying
• When you think critically you create new ideas, and turn information into a
tool by applying what you have learned in previous situations to new
situations

Tour Guide for an Alien
• Pretend that you have been assigned the task of conducting a tour
for aliens who are visiting earth and observing human life. You're
riding along in a blimp, and you float over a professional football
stadium.

• One of the aliens looks down and becomes very confused, so you tell
him that there is a game going on.
• Try to answer the following questions for him.

Tour Guide for an Alien
1.

What is a game?

2.

Why are there no female
players?

3.

Why do people get so passionate
watching other people play
games?

4.

What is a team?

5.

Why can't the people in the
seats just go down on the field
and join in?

What did we find out?
• If you try to answer these questions fully, it will quickly become
apparent that we carry around certain assumptions and values.
• We support a certain team, for instance, because it makes us feel like
we're a part of a community. This sense of community is a value that
matters to some people more than others.
• You have to explain the value we put on winning and losing.

• When you think like an alien tour guide, you are forced to take a
deeper look at the things we do and things we value. They don't
always sound so logical and true from the outside looking in!

Fact or Opinion Exercise - School Violence
Which statements are True or False?
1. School violence is increasing.
2. There is a realistic possibility of a student being murdered at your
child’s school.

3. The student/shooter just snapped.
4. The student/shooter never touched a gun.

Facts on School Violence
1.

The rate of violent crimes in U.S. public schools has declined substantially
since 1994. The serious violent crime rate in 2013 was less than 1/3 what
it was in 1994.

2.

According to U.S. Department of Education data, there is an average of 21
homicides of students in the nation’s 125,000 elementary and secondary
schools each year. The average school can expect a student homicide
about once every 6,000 years.

3.

Rarely were incidents of school violence sudden, impulsive acts. Attackers
do not “just snap,” but progress from forming an idea, to planning an
attack, to gathering weapons. This process can happen quickly.

4.

Most attackers had access to weapons, and had used them prior to the
attack. Most of the attackers acquired their guns from home.

How many here go to Google University?

The Shallows
• In Plato’s Phaedrus, Socrates
bemoaned the development of
writing. He feared that, as people
came to rely on the written word as
a substitute for the knowledge they
used to carry inside their heads,
they would, in the words of one of
the dialogue’s characters, “cease to
exercise their memory and become
forgetful.” and because they would
be able to “receive a quantity of
information without proper
instruction,” they would “be
thought very knowledgeable when
they are for the most part quite
ignorant.” They would be “filled
with the conceit of wisdom instead
of real wisdom.”

Identify Bias in Critical Thinking
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Recognize assumptions you carry with you
• Have you ever wondered why
you believe the things that you
believe?
• Do you believe things because
you’ve been told to believe
them?
• Step outside your own beliefs to
observe from a neutral
viewpoint. Be aware of
assumptions and learn to selfreflect.

• If you don't learn the difference
between fact and opinion, you'll
get stuck reading and watching
things that only reinforce beliefs
and assumptions you already
own, which is the opposite of
learning..

Judge your Sources
• Learn to recognize hidden agendas
and bias when you collect
information.

• A critical thinker is not easily
convinced..

• Instead, a critical thinker sees right
through "false logic."

• How do we do this as safety
professionals?

• Learn to think more critically in all
aspects of Safety

• Active Learning
• What does it mean to be an active
learner?

• “We judge ourselves by our
intentions and others by their
behavior.”
• Covey

Trust, but Verify…..

Recognize Common Fallacies
• There are many types of fallacies, and the more you think about
them, the more readily you will recognize them all around you especially in advertisements, arguments, and political discussions.
• Bandwagon appeals
• The argument that you should follow along with something because everyone else
believes it.

• Scare tactics
• Using scary stories to make someone believe what you believe.

• Appeal to emotion
• Using a fiery speech or a tragic story to convince someone to side with you.

• False dichotomy
• Claiming that there are only two possibilities in an argument.

Scare Tactics
Using scary stories to make someone believe what you believe…

• Vapor trails are line-shaped
clouds produced by aircraft
engine exhaust or changes in air
pressure, typically at aircraft
cruise altitudes of several miles
above and are composed
primarily of water, in the form
of ice crystals…
• Long-lasting trails left in the sky
by high-flying aircraft
are Chemical or Biological
agents deliberately sprayed for
sinister purposes undisclosed to
the general public…

Bandwagon Appeals/Group Think
The argument that you should follow along with something because everyone else believes
it…

• Pearl Harbor
• Bay of Pigs Invasion
• Vietnam War Escalation
• Challenger Shuttle Launch
• Japanese Internment, WWII

Appeal to emotion
Using a fiery speech or a tragic story to convince someone to side with you…

• Positive
•
•
•
•
•

Empathy
Compassion
Pride
Relief
Hope

• Negative
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consequences
Fear
Flattery
Pity
Ridicule
Spite
Wishful thinking

False Dichotomy
Claiming that there are only two possibilities in an argument….

Dunning–Kruger Effect
• The phenomenon was first observed in a series of experiments by
David Dunning and Justin Kruger of the Department of Psychology at
Cornell University in 1999.
• The study was inspired by the case of McArthur Wheeler, a man who
robbed two banks after covering his face with lemon juice in the
mistaken belief that, because lemon juice is usable as invisible ink,
it would prevent his face from being recorded on surveillance
cameras.

Dunning–Kruger Effect
• The Dunning–Kruger effect is a cognitive bias in which low-ability individuals
suffer from illusory superiority, mistakenly assessing their ability as much
higher than it really is.
• Their research also suggests corollaries: high-ability individuals may
underestimate their relative competence and may erroneously assume that
tasks which are easy for them are also easy for others.
• Dunning and Kruger proposed that, for a given skill, incompetent people will:
•
•
•
•

Fail to recognize their own lack of skill
Fail to recognize the extent of their inadequacy
Fail to accurately gauge skill in others
Recognize and acknowledge their own lack of skill only after they are exposed to
training for that skill

Be careful what and how you say something…

Error Causation & How we get
better…
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Produce new ideas based on sound evidence
• Detectives solve crimes by collecting bits of truths and putting them
all together like a puzzle.
• One small deceit can jeopardize an investigation.

• The entire truth-seeking process is destabilized by one piece of bad
evidence, and this leads to a wrong conclusion.

Evaluate old information and new ideas
• Leeches help cure disease……
• Pickle juice helps heat stress….
• You only use 10% of your brain….
• You should wash your chicken before you cook it….

Analyze a problem and recognize the complex
parts
• A mechanic must understand how an entire engine works before
he/she can diagnose a problem.
• Sometimes it is necessary to deconstruct an engine to figure out
which part isn’t working. You should approach big problems like this:
break them down into smaller parts and observe carefully and
deliberately.
• How can this thought process apply to Safety?
• When do safety professionals do this?
• Root Cause vs. Contributing Factors

Use precise knowledge and communicate
with clarity
• The truth can be blurred by fuzzy language. It is important to develop
your business acumen so you can communicate truths accurately.
• What is your business acumen for your company and/or your site(s)?
• Acumen-noun acu·men \ə-ˈkyü-mən, ˈa-kyə-mən\
• Simple definition of acumen the ability to think clearly and make good decisions

Manage emotions in response to a situation
or problem
• Don’t be fooled by stirred up,
emotional speech or
conversation.
• Stay rational and keep your
emotions in check as you
encounter new information.

How do we get better?
Skills to Be a Better Safety Professional

Process information honestly
• People sometimes pass along
information that is not really
true.
• Why do we do incident
investigation?
•
•
•
•

Prevent Reoccurrence?
Understand Root Cause?
Because I have to?
Process Failures?

• These are generalizations.
They’re not always true, are
they?
•
•
•
•

Girls don’t like bugs
Old people are wise
Cats make better pets
NY Giants are a good football
team

Stop and Think…
• How can you incorporate the
principles of critical thinking
into Safety?

Productive

Applying

Critical

Creating

Weighing

Solving

• To become a critical thinker, you
must develop a few skills.
• Being able to think critically in
safety will help you better
understand what the hazards
are and how to communicate
better.

Being Active in Your Process
• What specific things can you do to increase your level of active
learning?
•
•
•
•
•

Learn the People
Learn the Process
Anticipate Problems
Agendas
History

Know the People
• “Getting real information has more to do with trust and relationship
building with those closest to the potential failure than it has to do
with recordkeeping, computer systems and accounting.
• Interview your workers: Ask workers what works and what does not
work within your organization, then listen carefully to how they
answer these questions. . . . This is a gold mine of data. Mostly, you
are interviewing workers to ask them to tell you the story of working
in your organization. This dialog will tell you where failures can
happen before they happen.
• Listen to your workers: Ask your workers where the next accident will
happen; you will be surprised by what you will learn. They are
brilliant at this CSI task. . . . Remember that when you ask workers for
this type of input, you must then do something with this
information.”
Conklin, T. (2012). Pre-accident investigations: An introduction to organizational safety. pp. 47, 49
Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press.

When does the Safety function really use
critical thinking skills?
• Incident Investigation
• Fatalities
• “The Big One”

Tips for Critical Thinking
• Explain your point of view with
evidence.
• Judge an argument on its
merits, not on the basis of who
said it.

Critical Thinking

Confined Space Exercise
• A hydraulic oil holding tank is in the process of being re-purposed to
use in another part of the process.
• Before the tank can be reused, it needs to be cleaned.

• A crew of contractors has been awarded the job task of cleaning the
inside of the tank with MEK.
• As work begins inside the tank, the confined space monitor starts to
alert for Hydrogen Sulfide, H2S.
• Work is stopped until safety can determine the hazard.

Confined Space

Confined Space

What color are machine guards painted?

Better Now?

Applied Critical Thinking

Walk in someone else's shoes…
• If you have the opportunity to
go into Operations from Safety,
take it…
• Whole new world, that doesn’t
revolve around Safety..

• DILO Studies
• Day In the Life Of
• Shadow a supervisor for an entire
shift rotation, feel the pain…

DILO Study
ARFF Production Supervisor

DILO Combined 2-Day Data
Scheduling
2%
AutoTime
18%

Supervising
16%
Turnover Report
4%
Redbook
4%

Continuous
Improvement
0%

Firefighting
21%

Meetings
22%
Lunch
4%

Updating Information
8%

Quality
1%

Other Groups
360° Feedback
• Asking other groups for help in
the creative thinking process
can be difficult on your group's
egos, but it can also help to spur
ideas from your people that
they may have never
considered.
• 360º Feedback
• Check your ego and everything
you thought you knew about:
• Who you are
• How you’re perceived and
• What you do…

Critical Thinking Summary
• Think critically by applying your current knowledge to new situations.
• You can incorporate critical thinking skills into your safety career by
evaluating different perspectives, asking questions and explaining
your answers.
• Be an active learner by asking questions, getting involved, and taking
responsibility.
• Read actively by summarizing in your own words and looking for
signal words to help you better understand main points and details.
• Improve your writing, listening and learning.

Critical Thinking Summary
• Be willing to say, “I don’t know”.
• Don’t jump to conclusions too quickly: good questions take time and
patience to answer.

• Don’t substitute a strong belief for real knowledge or fact.
• Test your opinions in light of the evidence and be willing to change
your mind.

CUBAN: Don't go to school for finance —
liberal arts is the future
• https://www.bloomberg.com/news
/videos/2017-02-18/mark-cubansees-greater-demand-for-liberalarts-majors

• Cuban's forecast of the skills
needed to succeed in the future
echoes that of computer science
and higher education experts who
believe people with "soft skills,"
like adaptability and
communication, will have the
advantage in an automated
workforce.
• Cuban highlighted English,
philosophy, and foreign language
majors as just some of the majors
that will do well in the future job
market. "The nature of jobs is
changing," Cuban said.

Top 20 Disappearing Job Occupations
according to BLS
1. Farmers/Ranchers/Agricultur
al Managers
2. Postal Service
3. Sewing Machine Operators
4. Switchboard Operators
5. Fast Food Cooks
6. Agricultural Workers
7. Data Entry Keyers
8. Word Processors & Typists
9. Door Sales/Street Vendors
10. Food Service Managers

11. Electrical/Electronic
Assemblers
12. File Clerks
13. Press Technicians
14. Computer Operators
15. Postmaster/Superintendents
16. Office Machine Operators
17. Textile/Garment Operators
18. Florists
19. Petroleum Pump
Operators/Gaugers/Refinery
20. Loan Officers/Clerks

Autonomous truck technology seen evolving
rapidly - Scott Perry-Ryder Systems 2-10-17
• As the technology behind autonomous vehicles rapidly evolves, “all
the assumptions we make around the way we do business today
have to be looked at through a different lens,” Perry said. “I think
the assumptions are all going to be challenged.” For example, if all
vehicles on a highway are wirelessly, electronically connected, are
speed limits still necessary?
• That possibility of an interconnected network of cars and trucks may
be years away, but autonomous, if not driverless, trucks are likely to
be here first.
• The reason: safety. “On-highway injuries, accidents, and fatalities are
squarely in the sites of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
and other agencies clearing the way” for autonomous vehicles, Perry said.
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